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Q.1 Choose the right option and rewrite the sentences (2)

1) …………… is an indicator of difference in precipitation.
a. cloud-cover           b. vegetation           c. mountain           d. forests

2) Field-visits are useful for understanding the …………… between humans and environment.
a. distinguish           b. correlation           c. disintegrate           d. difference

B) Match the pair (2)

1) Coloumn "A" Coloumn "B"

 i.   North  a. Uruguay

 ii.  West  b. Guyana

 iii. South  c. Bolivia

 iv. East  d. Peru

  e. Atlantic ocean

  f.  Argentina

Q.2 A) Answer in one sentence (Any two)
(2)

1) How many states does each of the two counties have?

2) What is the main purpose of multipurpose project?

3) Where does the rain-shadow region lie in Brazil ?

Q.3 Answer the following questions on the basis of the map given (Any four) (4)



i. Fill in the degree values in degrees in blank spaces - ......° 4' N to ......° 6' N latitudes.
ii. Fill in the degree values in degrees in blank spaces -between ......° 7' E to ......° 25' E longitudes.
iii.Name the country in the East that shares the longest boundary with india.
iv.Name the ocean in the South of India.
v. Name the country which share smallest boundary with India. 
vi.Name the country in the West of India

Q.4 Give Geographical Reasons (Any two) (6)

1) How will you manage the litter during field visit ?

2) There are dissimilarities between the Eastern and Western coast of India.

3) There are no West flowing rivers in Brazil.

Q.5 Answer in Detail (Any one) (4)

1) Find the difference between post independence characteristic of India and Brazil.

2) Make a report on your field visit to a village.




